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Chapter 3: The Viewer
This chapter describes the iEMV image viewer and its features.

Elements of iEMV ......................................................................................... 3-1
Using the Viewer .......................................................................................... 3-3
Performing Measurements........................................................................... 3-21
Viewing Mammographic Data ..................................................................... 3-41

Elements of iEMV

The labeled areas make up the main sections of the viewer and its interface. Each section is 
described in the table that follows.

Figure 3-1: The iEMV Viewer

WARNING:  Not intended for diagnostic use when used on a mobile device.
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Note:  The layout pictured above is the default layout for iEMV. However, other layouts can 
be configured. If you would like to change the layout, contact your system 
administrator.

Component Description

Viewports A viewport is a section of the main viewer where an image can be displayed. The 
number of viewports on the screen depends on the layout. In Figure 3-1, the lay-
out is 2x2, so there are four viewports. In the case of 1x1 layout, the entire 
viewer is a single viewport.

Toolbar The Toolbar icons activate many of the functions that are important for layout, 
image manipulation and clinical review. These functions and many more are 
described in the following sections.

Timeline Each icon represents one in a group of studies that are from the same patient. 
The timeline includes the currently loaded study and all prior studies from the 
patient.

Stack Icons Each icon represents a single stack in the study. You can open a stack into a view-
port by dragging and dropping it into a viewport.

Clickable 
Annota-
tions

These annotations are displayed in green text to indicate that when they are 
clicked, a function or menu is activated. Some of the menus might contain func-
tions that are also available in the Toolbar. This gives you the ability to choose 
which style of working is most convenient for you.

Right-click 
menu

When you place the mouse on a data image and click the right mouse button, a 
menu of functions is displayed. As with the clickable annotations, there is some 
duplication of functions, allowing you to choose the most convenient way to 
work. (Please note that not all functions are duplicated and some might be 
accessible in one way only.)
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Using the Viewer

Loading Studies ............................................................................................ 3-3
Viewing Stacks .............................................................................................. 3-4
Mouse Options ............................................................................................. 3-6
Toolbar Icons ................................................................................................ 3-8
Clickable Annotations................................................................................... 3-16
Right-Click Menu on Study Images ............................................................... 3-19

Loading Studies

To load study data, you can either double-click on the desired study in the Patient List, or select 
the desired study or series, and click the Load icon located in the middle of the iEMV Patient List 
screen.

Thumbnails

Along the left side of the iEMV screen, the series belonging to the study are 
displayed as thumbnails, which have color highlighting around them are 
currently loaded into viewports. Red highlighting indicates that the series is 
in the active viewport.

Remote Studies in the Timeline

Remote studies are shown in the timeline, if the study loaded has priors stored on any remote 
servers. By default, thumbnails in the timeline representing remote studies are shown in a blue 
font.

Color Coding for Federated Query

In the following example, some of the timeline thumbnails use a red font for the text, on a yellow 
background, while others use blue text on a green background. Some of the thumbnails have no 
special coloring. These match the coloring scheme for the federated query and can be seen in 
the Patient List.
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To identify which datasource a particular study resides on, hover the mouse over the icon for 
that study to display the tooltip. The datasource is displayed at the very bottom of the tooltip, as 
shown in the previous image.

See Figure 2-6 on page 2-7 to compare the information in this tooltip with the DataSource 
column in the Patient List.

Remote Series Thumbnails

Remote series will not have thumbnails available. A text-
based generic thumbnail, using only the modality name as a 
label, is shown to indicate that there is series data available.

Viewing Stacks

You can display a series in the viewer screen by dragging the thumbnail for that series onto any 
of the viewports in the Viewer screen. The new series replaces the old one in the Viewer.

Figure 3-2: Left - Dragging Thumbnail to Viewer;  Right - Stack Displayed in Viewer
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When you hover the mouse over a thumbnail, a panel containing detailed information about the 
series is displayed.

If there are more series than can fit in the thumbnail area at the same time, use the slider bar to 
scroll to a series not currently visible. 

Image Compression

Images may be compressed for display. The system can be configured for various compression 
modes. When Lossy compression is applied, this is indicated in the lower-right corner of the 
viewport.

Hybrid Compression Mode

When using Non-Compressed setting, a hybrid mode allows you to view uncompressed images 
by default when there is no activity in the Viewer screen. When the images are manipulated they 
will be displayed with lossy compression to provide better performance. As such, “Lossy 
compressed” is shown in the lower-right corner of each viewport.  When activity in the Viewer 
stops, the images are once again displayed uncompressed.

To enable hybrid mode, do the following:

1. Hover the mouse over the configuration icon. Select Configuration from the drop-down 
menu:

2. Select Viewer from the menu row at the top of the configuration screen.
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3. Check the box for Enable hybrid compression.

4. Click OK to close the Configuration screens.

5. When Images are displayed, you can confirm the current compression level.

Hybrid will also be selected.

Full-Screen Mode

To display iEMV using full screen browser mode, press F11 your keyboard. You can do this in 
either the Patient List or the Viewer. Pressing F11 again will return the browser to its original size.

Mouse Options  

Hover the mouse over the mouse mode icon.

This allows you to select the function of the left mouse button.

• No Mode - In this mode, mouse clicks do not activate any iEMV tool.

• Slice 

Note:  The mouse icon shows the slice, zoom, W/L, pan, or no mouse icon, depending on 
which mode is currently selected. 
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• Single Phase (3D)

On a multi-image series, hold down the mouse button, and move the mouse up to scroll 
through the slices toward the start point of the scan. Move down to scroll toward the end 
of the scan.

• Multiphase (4D)

When multi-phase, multi-slice images are loaded into a viewport, you can either scroll 
through slices, or scroll through the phases within a single slice.

• Drag the mouse horizontally to scroll through the phases within a slice. Left-to-right 
scrolls in a forward direction, and right-to-left scrolls backward. When you reach the 
end of a set of phases, the display automatically advances to the next slice (left-to-
right), or the previous slice (right-to-left).

• Drag the mouse vertically to scroll through slices. This works the same way that 
scrolling works with single-phase series.  It does not advance to the next phase when 
the end of the slices is reached.

You do not need to move the mouse in a precisely horizontal or vertical direction. The 
viewport is divided into four sections by two (invisible) diagonal lines that cross in the 
middle of the screen. If you scroll more or less horizontally within the range defined by 
the diagonals, iEMV responds as if you were moving exactly along a horizontal line. The 
same is true for vertical scrolling. See the following diagram.
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• Zoom - Move the mouse upward on the screen to make the image larger, downward to make 
it smaller.

• Window/Level - Make the image appear brighter/darker, and increase/decrease contrast.

To reset the window/level back to the original 
values, right-click on the image, select Window level 
from the menu, and then select Reset from the sub-
menu (see image at right).

• Pan - Move image around in the window.

The other mouse buttons and button combinations retain their usual functions.

Toolbar Icons

Annotations .................................................................................................. 3-10
Capture......................................................................................................... 3-11
Cine............................................................................................................... 3-9
Cine Dialog.................................................................................................... 3-9
Color ............................................................................................................. 3-11
Save GSPS ..................................................................................................... 3-14
Invert ............................................................................................................ 3-11
Save KIN (Key Image Notes).......................................................................... 3-12
Layout ........................................................................................................... 3-9
Orientation ................................................................................................... 3-11
Parametric Map............................................................................................ 3-11
Protocol ........................................................................................................ 3-9
Scroll ............................................................................................................. 3-10
Select Protocol Step...................................................................................... 3-10
SR.................................................................................................................. 3-8
Start Collaboration ....................................................................................... 3-16
Sync .............................................................................................................. 3-10

 SR

Click to open the structured report viewer.

Note:  Non-DICOM images are displayed using the full color range. Changing the W/L 
changes the contrast or brightness of the image.

Note:  This icon is visible only when data containing a structured report is loaded.
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Auto-Open SR Viewer

There are two conditions in which the SR viewer is automatically opened when a study is loaded:

• The study contains one or more SR series, and the iReview setting, Show SR Viewer auto-
matically after open study is enabled.

• The study contains only SR series. The viewer opens automatically whether or not Show SR 
Viewer automatically after open study is enabled.

Layout 

There are five layouts to choose from: 1x1, 2x1, 1x2, 2x2, and 3x3.

  Cine

There are two Cine functions: Cine 2D (right arrow image) plays through the images of a single 
series. Cine 4D (right arrow with clock image) plays through the images of multiphase series, 
while remaining in the same image position.

  Cine Dialog

Select Cine Dialog to control the direction, speed, and type of cine.

In the example shown, the 2D cine is cycling in a forward direction. The 
speed has been set to 26 frames/second (fps). Actual speed is dependent 
on the network speed. The actual speed shown in the dialog is 23.3 fps.

  Protocol

This tool allows you to step from one display protocol step to the next (or the previous) step. 
Click the right-arrow to advance to the next step in the protocol (or the left-arrow to go back to 
the previous step).
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  Select Protocol Step

You can use the Select protocol step panel to select a protocol step out of order. Hover the 
mouse over the tool icon and then click the desired protocol (see the following image).

  Sync

The sync icon enables the synchronization of image content of a series for navigation, and when 
playing either a 2D or 4D cine in more than one viewport. This change remains in effect as long 
as the data is loaded. Click the icon to toggle the synchronization on or off.

When synchronization is enabled, the icon has a light color and appears sunken. When it is 
disabled, the color is darker and the icon appears flat.

  Scroll

The scroll option has two settings, single and multi.

• Single scroll - Scroll through one series only.
• Multi scroll - Scroll through all loaded series.

  Annotations

Toggle off/on the annotations (Text Overlay).

Note:  Display Protocols must be configured in iReview.
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  Capture

Capture the selected image in the view window to the Output Panel.
Orientation

There are four orientation functions:

• CW - Rotate 90 degrees Clockwise
• CCW - Rotate 90 degrees Counter-Clockwise
• Flip V - Vertical Flip
• Flip H - Horizontal Flip

  Invert

Invert the color scale for the image. This applies to both grayscale and color images.

Figure 3-3: Left - Original Grayscale; Right - Color Inverted

  Color

Apply the selected pseudo-color template to a grayscale image.

It is possible to apply a pseudo-color overlay onto a color image, 
but be aware that the image will have a different appearance, 
and any information conveyed by the original color will be 
obscured. This applies to both DICOM and non-DICOM images.

You can remove the color overlay by selecting None from the 
pulldown menu, shown at right.

  Parametric Map

Parametric Map is a color-coded visualization of the change in intensity over time. For details, 
see "Parametric Map" on page 3-42.
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   Save KIN (Key Image Notes)

Key Image Note (KIN) allows you to flag certain images as significant for further examination, 
referral, or other purposes. 

Marking an Image as KIN

In order to save KIN, you must first mark it as KIN.  To mark the image as KIN, right-click on the 
image and select Mark as KIN. An annotation then appears in the upper-right corner to indicate 
it is now KIN:

Saving Image as KIN

Click the Save KIN icon. The Save Key Images dialog is opened:

1. Select the relevant document title from the drop-down menu.

Note:  Depending on how iReview is configured, performing a measurement or adding a text 
annotation on the image can automatically mark it as KIN.

Note:  If you have configured the Viewer in iReview to save measurements and key images 
when a tab is closed, they are saved automatically.
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2. Enter a description for the key images (optional). This will appear in the annotations when 
the key image series is loaded into the Viewer.

3. Enter a series description (optional). This will appear in the series description column of the 
Series List. 

4. Check the Append to existing series box if you want the key image series to be appended to 
an existing series. If this is not checked, the key image series is saved as a separate series.

Click OK when done. The image is saved as a series.

Applying KIN

KIN series appear in the series list starting at series number 9000, with KO as the modality:

Figure 3-4: KIN Series

When you load the study, the KIN series is identified in the thumbnail 
list, as shown at right.

When this series is loaded, the description entered in the standard 
DICOM KIN series, or when the image was saved in iReview, is now 
shown in the annotation in the upper-right section of the image (see 
image below). The image is also identified in the annotation as a Key 
Image.

Note:  All Key Images having the same document title are saved as a single series. The series 
is identified by a single icon in the series thumbnail list.
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  Save GSPS

The Grayscale Softcopy Presentation State (GSPS) captures image manipulations such as W/L, 
zoom, flip, rotate, rulers, or annotation text. After you have created a presentation image from 
the series, you can save the set of changes you have applied to the image so that it can be 
applied again later to show the presentation state of the series.

The Save GSPS function creates a new series for each original series that is currently open in the 
viewer.

Operations That Can Be Saved With GSPS

The following image operations can be saved using GSPS:

• Zoom, Orientation, Window/Level
• Magnification, Display Shutters, Size (Fit, True or 100%)
• Horizontal Flip
• Overlays
• Measurements:

• Distance
• Ellipse
• Oblique Ellipse
• Circle
• Polygon
• Arrow or Text Annotation

To save GSPS, click the Save GSPS icon. You can also right-click on the image and select GSPS and 
then Save from the menu. Both of these operations open the Save GSPS dialog:

Note:  KIN thumbnails are normally placed at the end of the row, as they are arranged in 
order of series number, and KIN series begin at series number 9000. It is possible to 
configure the placement of KIN thumbnails so that they appear at the beginning of 
the study; however, this must be done in iReview.
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• Presentation Description - Text entered in this box identifies the specific set of operations 
that have been performed on this image prior to opening this dialog. The same text is shown 
in the right-click menu under GSPS.

• Series Description - This is displayed in the Series Description column in the Series List.

Click OK when done. The GSPS will be sent (pushed) to the Series List. Once a GSPS has been 
saved on a series, it can be applied to that same series later.

Applying GSPS

GSPS objects appear in the series list starting at series number 9000, with PR as the modality:

Right-click on the image and select GSPS from the menu. This opens a sub-menu where you can 
choose which GSPS to apply.

In the following example, the GSPS that was applied included both a zoom in and a change to the 
window/level.

Note:  It might take a few minutes for the GSPS series to be complete on your system.

Note:  If no GSPS is listed in the sub-menu, that means that nothing was saved on that 
series. It is possible that the GSPS was saved on a different series in the study.

Saved GSPS
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Figure 3-5: Left: Before “WINDOW LEVEL” GSPS applied Right: After GSPS Applied

Applying GSPS On Load

If GSPS is configured to be applied on load, an annotation is 
displayed in the lower-right corner to notify you (see image at 
right).

  Start Collaboration

The Collaboration feature allows you send data to another user so that you can collaborate on 
the examination.

For instructions on using the Collaboration feature, see "Collaboration" on page 3-39.

Clickable Annotations

The annotations on the image are configurable based on the annotation setup in viewer 
configuration. Configuration must be done in iReview. The green annotations are selectable.

• Zoom Factor - Select the Zoom option:

• Original Size - Display image at 100% the size of 
the DICOM image.
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• Fit to Screen - Display image at a size that fits the screen.

• W/L - Select different options to apply to the Window Width and Window Level.

• Edit window level presets - Add, change or remove any of five preset W/L values.

• Linear - The standard linear curve.

• Sigmoid - Sigmoid uses an S-shaped curve for the Window/Level. The contrast then 
appears more like an X-Ray film. 

• Input Value - Arbitrary LUT stored in the DICOM files (often used with CR, DX, MG and PET 
images). 

The curve is calculated and optimized on the scanner to provide the same perceived 
image on the console, monitor and in print. You can select Input Value only if the LUT is 
stored in the DICOM header.

• Full Range - Displays the full acquisition range of HU.

• Min-Max - Selects a Window/Level range that displays the image so that the full range of 
values in the data can be seen. 

• W/L Preset Values - Select from up to five predefined W/L values, depending on the type 
of tissue being examined.

• Invert - Invert the HU values in the image.

• Reset - Restore the W/L to the original values from the DICOM header.

Keyboard Shortcuts for W/L Presets

W/L presets are accessed by typing the numbers 1 through 5 on either the keyboard or using 
the numpad.

Note:  If you use the numpad, make sure that the Num Lock is enabled.
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Figure 3-6: Example W/L Presets - Left: Preset 1;  Right: Preset 4

• 2D Image Format - Display the image in one of three formats: the original format, MIP and 
ThickMPR.

• Slab - When either MIP or ThickMPR is selected, the Slab annotation is displayed 
underneath. The default thickness is 5mm, but you can click on the annotation to change 
it. Select the desired slab thickness from the pulldown menu.

• Phases (multiphase only) - Select a different 
phase of a 4D image to display.

The Phase annotation appears in the form T 
(a/b), where (a) is the currently displayed 
phase, out of the total number of phases (b).

Select a different phase from the pulldown 
menu.

• SUV Parameters (PET only) - When a PET series for which SUV parameters are available is 
loaded, the parameters are displayed as editable annotations. To change them, click on any 
of the parameters and select Edit from the popup menu (left image below). The Edit dialog is 
displayed (right).

Update the desired parameter and click OK. The change is reflected in the annotation:
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Right-Click Menu on Study Images

The contents of the right-click menu on images are different, depending on the modality of the 
study.

Function Description

Capture Capture the selected image.

Capture all Capture all images currently displayed in the viewer, and place each 
image in a separate cell of the Output Panel.

Capture all in one Capture all images currently displayed in the viewer, and place them 
all in a single cell of the Output Panel.

Window Level Adjusts the brightness and contrast of the image.

Gamma Adjusts the gamma-curve of the image.

Zoom iEMV has two zoom options:

• Original Size - The image is displayed at 100%of the size of the 
DICOM data.

• Fit to Screen - The image is displayed to fit the screen

Orientation This option is the same as the top bar tool icon. See "Orientation" on 
page 3-11.

Overlays Show/hide overlays on the image (see "Show/Hide DICOM Overlays" 
on page 3-20 for further description).

Show DICOM Header Display a dialog showing all elements in the DICOM header of the 
current series. (See Figure 3-7.)

Log off Log out of iEMV.
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Figure 3-7: DICOM Header

Show/Hide DICOM Overlays

If the series contains DICOM Overlay files, the Overlays menu will appear as a selection.

Right-click on the image and select Overlays, then select Show overlays.
The following image shows an overlay used for dual energy scans. It is a circular outline that 
shows the FOV of the energy source that is not shown in the image. 

DICOM
Overlay
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Performing Measurements

Angle............................................................................................................. 3-34
Arrows and Text............................................................................................ 3-34
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Center Angle................................................................................................. 3-30
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Line Segment ................................................................................................ 3-22
Mirror Measurements .................................................................................. 3-36
Oblique Ellipse.............................................................................................. 3-23
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Pen................................................................................................................ 3-35
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Time-Intensity Measurement....................................................................... 3-37
TT-TG Distance Measurement ...................................................................... 3-26

Measurement Accuracy

Following error estimation was derived from the testing conducted under controlled conditions 
against a digital phantom. Please note that the error estimation does not account for image 
modality error.

Error from length measurements such as distance, line, circumference, and so forth, is within 3%. 
Error from the intensity measurements is less than one. Error from angle measurements is less 
than 1 degree. Error from area measurements is within 2%.

The following is a description of each type of measurement used in the Viewer.

Note:  Please be aware that measurement tools are supported for use with both DICOM and 
non-DICOM image files, as well as for modalities that do not include pixel spacing 
information in the DICOM header. When pixel spacing is not available, the 
measurement cannot calculate a physical distance. In that case, the results are 
displayed in pixel units, based on the resolution of the modality.
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Distance

This feature calculates the distance of a line drawn on the 
image.

To draw a line, do the following:

1. Click on one edge of the area to be measured.
2. Drag the mouse across the area.
3. Release the mouse to finish drawing.

Line Segment

This measurement allows you to draw a series of connected 
line segments by clicking on the image, moving the mouse 
to another point on the image, and clicking again at a new 
point, repeating those actions as many times as required. 
The measurement given is the sum of the lengths of all 
connected segments in this measurement.

To place a Line Segment measuring tool onto an image, do 
the following:

1. Click on one edge of the area to be measured.
2. Move the mouse to the endpoint of that segment.
3. Click on that point to complete the line segment.
4. Repeat steps 1-3 to draw a new line segment, as many times as needed.
5. Double-click to finish drawing.

Ellipse

This feature calculates the average value within an area, 
defined by the ellipse drawn on the image (see the figure at 
right).

To draw an ellipse, do the following:

1. Click on one edge of the area to be measured.
2. Drag the mouse across the area to be measured.
3. Release the mouse to finish drawing.
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Oblique Ellipse 

This feature calculates the area of the ROI, the maximum and minimum intensity values within 
the ROI, the mean intensity, the standard deviation, the lengths of the major and minor axes that 
define the ellipse, and the circumference of the ROI.

To draw an oblique ellipse, do the following:

1. Click on the edge of the area you are going to measure.

2. Release the mouse.

3. Move the mouse across the area to the opposite edge. An ellipse is drawn as you move the 
mouse.

4. Click the mouse when finished drawing the ellipse.

5. Move the mouse in a direction different from the line just drawn. The ellipse will expand in 
the perpendicular direction.

Note:  Dashed-line arrows in the images used for this section are not part of the iEMV 
image. They have been added to show the direction of mouse movement on the 
screen.

Direction of
mouse
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6. Click when done drawing the ellipse.

You can modify the ellipse after completing the initial drawing to get a more accurate 
measurement.

Resizing the Ellipse

There are eight control points on the rectangular box that bounds the ellipse. When you hover 
the mouse over any of these control points, the cursor becomes a plus (‘+’) sign. These points 
allow you to resize and reshape the ellipse.

Four of the control points are on the midpoint of each side of the box 
that bounds the ellipse. Click on any of these control points to widen 
or narrow the ellipse (see image at right). The control point on the 
opposite side moves the same distance in the opposite direction, 
while the center point remains stationary. 

The other four control points are located at each of the corners of the 
bounding box. These also allow you to resize the ellipse, but the 
control point that is diagonally opposite remains stationary, while all 
other points, including the center, move along with the corner being 
dragged.

Note:  Do not click directly on the green dot to resize the ellipse. Click on the edge of the 
circle itself to resize the ellipse. The green dots are used for rotating the ellipse. 
Please see  below.

Initial Path
of Mouse

Direction Drawn
Second
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Rotating the Ellipse

The green dots at the midpoint control points allow you to rotate the ellipse about the center. 
Click on any of these and move the mouse in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction.

Circle

1. Click the center of the ROI and move the mouse in any direction.
2. Click again when the region of interest is encircled.

To edit the circle, click anywhere along the circumference of the circle, and hold down the 
mouse. A diameter line is displayed on the circle, beginning at the click point. You can then move 
the mouse in any direction to modify the size. The opposite point of the diameter remains stable.

Polygon

Polygon allows you to draw an outline around a region of interest by clicking on the image, 
moving the mouse to another point on the image, and clicking again at a new point, repeating 
those actions as many times as required.

To measure the region of interest, do the following:

1. Click on one edge of the area to be measured.

2. Move the mouse to the endpoint of the segment.

3. Click on that point to complete the line segment.

4. Repeat steps 1-3 to draw a new segment of the polygon, as many times as needed.

5. Double-click to finish drawing. The software connects the final point to the initial point to 
form a closed area.

Direction of
mouse

Stationary point
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To edit the polygon, click a dot (endpoint) of any of the line segments, and drag the dot to the 
desired location.

TT-TG Distance Measurement

6. Click one end of the distance to be measured, and move the mouse to the 
other end of the distance being measured.

7. Click the endpoint of the line. This line is called the baseline (see image at 
right).

8. Move the mouse away from the baseline. A line perpendicular to the baseline is displayed 
automatically. See the following image.

Note:  Clicking and dragging on the polygon, but not on an endpoint, will move the entire 
polygon.

Note:  The yellow dashed-line arrows in the images used for this section are not part of the 
iEMV image. They have been added to show the direction of mouse movement on 
the screen.

Note:  The initial measurement can be approximate, because the measurement can be 
edited later. 
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9. Position the perpendicular line at one end of the distance to be measured. Click once when 
done.

10. Move the mouse again. A third line, parallel to the second, is displayed. In addition, a dotted 
line is displayed (circled in green in the following image), connecting the two parallel lines.

11. You can move the second parallel line anywhere along the baseline. As it is moved, dotted 
line increases or decreases in length, and the numerical measurement result changes to 
reflect the distance between the two parallel lines.

12. Position the third line at the other end of the distance. Click once when done. The 
measurement result is displayed on the screen:

Figure 3-8: Completed TT-TG Measurement

Editing the TT-TG Distance Measurement

Moving the TT-TG Measurement: To move the measurement, click on the baseline or on either 
of the two perpendicular lines. You can then move the measurement to any other place on the 
screen. Release the mouse when done.

Changing the TT-TG Measurement Distance: To change the 
measurement distance, click on the endpoint of one of the parallel 
lines. You can move the parallel line so that it increases or decreases 
the distance. The dotted line increases and decreases with the 
movement of the parallel line, and the numerical value also changes 
accordingly.
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Rotating the TT-TG Measurement: To rotate the measurement, click on one of the endpoints of 
the baseline. Drag the mouse in the direction of rotation. The dotted line is rotated. The distance 
changes as it is rotated.

Ratio 

This measurement calculates a ratio between two or more distance measurements and the first, 
or baseline measurement.

Note:  You might need to readjust the start or end of the measurement, or move the entire 
measurement, after rotation.

The baseline need not be the same length as the measurement result.
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1. Obtain a distance measurement. This measurement will serve as a baseline.

2. Obtain a second distance measurement. The result will display the ratio of the new 
measurement to the first.

3. You can continue to perform distance measurements on the image. Each new measurement 
result will display the ratio between the new measurement and the original.

4. Double-click to finish.

Pelvis Swing  

Pelvis swing measures the difference between the height of one hip and the other.

1. Open a pelvic study and select Pelvis Swing.

2. Click the highest point on the femoral head of one hip. A horizontal line is displayed on the 
image that passes through that high point.

3. Click the highest point on the femoral head of the other hip. A similar horizontal line is 
displayed on that point.

The vertical distance between these two parallel lines, shown on the image, shows the 
amount of pelvis swing. See Figure 3-9 on page 3-30.

First
measurement

Ratio
Second

measurement
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Figure 3-9: Pelvis Swing Measurement

Parallel Ratio 

This is used to measure a ration at a set vertical position, all measurement distances drawn on 
the image are aligned to be parallel.

Center Angle 

The center angle measurement tool calculates the degree of the angle between two lines,  using 
the center of a circle as the vertex of the angle.

Vertical distance between
top of each hip.

First
measurement

Ratio

Second
measurement
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To measure an angle using the Center Angle tool, do the following:

1. Click on the image near, but not directly on, the junction of the two sides of the angle to be 
measured.

2. Move the cursor toward the junction. The circle will grow larger as you move away from the 
initial click point. At the same time, the center point will follow behind the cursor as you 
move it.

3. When the center of the circle is directly on the junction in the image, click once to stop 
drawing the circle.

The following image shows the center of the circle on the junction of the angle, just before it 
is clicked:

4. Draw a line to the endpoint of one side of the angle. Click on the endpoint.

In the following image, the cursor is over the endpoint of the first line of the angle:

Junction 

Initial Click
Point
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5. Draw a line to the endpoint of the other side of the angle, and click on the endpoint.

The measurement result is displayed:

Figure 3-10: Final Measurement Result

Cobb Angle

A Cobb angle provides the angle between two unconnected lines. The following example shows 
how to measure the angle of curvature between two vertebrae.

Endpoint of
first line

Length of
first line
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Click the image on the following four points:

1. The start point of the first edge

2. The end point of the first edge:

3. The start point of the second edge:

4. The end point of the second edge:

Note:  If your version of iEMV does not have the Cobb Angle tool option, you can still 
measure a Cobb angle by using the Angle tool.

1

2

3

4
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Alternate Method

You can also measure a Cobb angle by clicking and dragging the mouse from the start point of 
the first edge to the end point. Release the mouse after drawing the edge of the first vertebra. 
Then click on the start point of the second vertebra and drag the mouse to the end point.

Angle

The angle measurement tool displays the degree of the 
angle between two lines drawn on an image.

To measure an angle, do the following:

1. Click on the endpoint of the first line.

2. Move the mouse to the vertex point of the angle and 
click that point to complete the first line.

3. Move the mouse to the endpoint of the second line and click to complete the second line.

Arrows and Text

To add an arrow to an image:

1. Select Arrow from the menu.

2. Click on the spot that you want the arrow to 
point to. The arrow is always drawn from the 
pointing end.

3. Drag the mouse away from the initial spot.

4. Release the mouse when the arrow has the desired length.

To add text:

1. Select Text from the menu.

2. Click on the spot where you want to place the text. The following dialog is opened:

Figure 3-11: Add Text Dialog

3. Type in the desired text and click OK.
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The text is shown inside a box whose upper-left corner touches the spot you clicked on (see the 
following image).

To add an arrow and text in one step:

1. Select Arrow + Text from the menu.

2. Click on the spot that you want the arrow to point to. The arrow is drawn from the pointing 
end.

3. Drag the mouse away from the initial spot.

4. Release the mouse when the arrow has the desired length. The Add Text Dialog (see Figure 3-
11) is opened.

5. Type in the desired text and click OK.

The text is shown inside a box whose closest corner touches the endpoint of the arrow.

Pen 

This is a freehand drawing tool that allows you to draw any shape on an image.

1. Click on the image near the area to be identified, and hold the left mouse button down.

2. Draw any shape on the image; for example, draw a circle around the area to be identified.

Note:  This feature allows you to freehand draw on the image. It does not calculate any 
measurement, and is used for collaboration. See "Collaboration" on page 3-39 for 
more details.
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3. Release the mouse button when you are finished.

Pen drawing is automatically run in continuous mode, meaning that even after you are done 
drawing, the mouse is still in pen mode, and will begin drawing if you click the mouse button 
again.

Figure 3-12: Pen Tool Selected

The following figure shows images with hand-drawn shape added using the Pen tool:

Figure 3-13: Freehand Drawing in Pen Mode (clockwise direction)
Left: In Progress;  Right: Completed

Intensity

The Intensity measurement shows the brightness of the pixels inside the ROI. CR, CT, MR, US, 
and XA modalities are all supported.

Mirror Measurements

These measurements allow you to draw an ROI on an image, while a mirror image of the ROI is 
automatically drawn on the reflection area. To designate where the reflection will be drawn, you 
first must draw a line on the image that will serve as the “mirror,” around which the two ROIs will 
reflect each other. This line can be drawn anywhere on an image.

There are three mirror measurement tools: Mirror Circle, Mirror Polygon and Mirror Ellipse. 
These ROIs are drawn in the same way as the Circle, Polygon and Ellipse measurements.

1. Draw a line on the image to establish the center of the reflection.
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2. Using one of the three mirror measurement tools, begin drawing an ROI on one side of the 
line. As you draw, you will see a reflection of the ROI being drawn on the other side of the 
line.

When the measurement is complete, two boxes containing results are displayed, one for each 
ROI.

The dimensions, area and perimeter are identical for each, but the intensity measurements vary, 
depending on differences in the tissue enclosed in each ROI. Results for ROI5 also show the ratio 
of each value to the same value in ROI4.

Time-Intensity Measurement

There are four kinds of time-intensity measurements: point, ellipse, circle, and polygon. These 
objects are drawn in the same way as described above.

The following two images show the time-intensity point (left) and time-intensity ellipse (right).

Note:  In the example image below, the manually drawn ROI is labeled as “ROI4” and the 
reflection is “ROI5.”

Note:  The Time-Intensity Measurement feature is optional and requires a separate license.       

ROI4
(drawn manually)

Reflection line

Measurement results
and ratio to ROI4

Measurement results
for ROI4

ROI5
(mirror image)
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Figure 3-14: Time-Intensity Measurement Results and Graphs

If the number of phases plotted in the graph is below 20, the graph is displayed as in Figure 3-14. 
For time-intensity measurements having 20 or more phases, only the current phase and value is 
displayed.

Calibration

Calibration is required when the study data does not contain pixel spacing. To calibrate the data, 
draw a line along a known distance. Measurements are then based on the calibrated scale, giving 
more accurate results. 

1. Right-click on the image to be calibrated.

2. Click on the calibration icon. 

3. Drag the mouse to draw a line. 

Note:  If the study data does not contain pixel spacing, you must perform calibration prior to 
using measurements.
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4. When you release the mouse, the Properties dialog opens. Enter the known value of the 
length.

5. Click OK. The next time you measure a distance, the measurement is calibrated, based on the 
value entered here.

Collaboration 

There are two ways to begin a collaboration session:

• Right-click on the image and select Host Collaboration.

• Click the Host Collaboration icon.  

An email is automatically generated, which contains a link to the study on the same server you 
are connected to. You will need to address the email, and optionally, you can add any 
information needed in the body of the email. 

Note:  Make sure the units are correct for the value.

Note:  Do not delete the link. The recipient needs it in order to connect to the session.
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Attendee Participation

When an attendee receives the email, they 
can connect to the server by clicking the 
link. iEMV is launched in the attendee's 
default browser. 

Figure 3-15: iEMV Host

Controlling the Session

When iEMV is started on your device in collaboration mode, it is hosting the collaboration. This 
means that initially, you are in control of what attendees will see in their browsers. iEMV tools 
are shown along the right edge of the browser. When you make a change, the attendees will see 
the change on their screens.

An attendee can assume control of the session by clicking the collaboration icon. The toolbar 
items are enabled in that attendee’s monitor, and the Pen tool is automatically selected.

If an attendee assumes control, you are no longer the current controller. The toolbar disappears 
from the screen. You can regain control of the session by clicking the collaboration icon.

Note:  The host of a collaboration session is not the same as the controller. Control of 
collaboration sessions can go back and forth many times among all the attendees 
and the host. The person who initiates the session is always the host. The host has 
access to the Patient List, and has the ability to load different studies.
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Figure 3-16: Not Controlling the Collaboration

Loading another Study

As the host, you can load another study even when you are not in control of the session. Click the 
Patient List icon to show the Patient List, and then load a new study in the same way you do 
normally.

When a new study is loaded, the same study is also loaded in each attendee’s iEMV client. In 
addition, the timeline thumbnail are refreshed to show the timeline of the newly loaded study.

Viewing Mammographic Data 

iEMV supports all DICOM format images, including Mammographic data.

WARNING:  Interpretation of mammographic images is supported only when the software 
is used without compression and with an FDA-approved display device.

No viewing tools
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Parametric Map

Parametric Map is a color-coded visualization of the change in intensity over time. To analyze the 
time-density curve, two thresholds are used in the Parametric Map module. One is the uptake 
value, which describes how fast the intensity changes between the pre-contrast and peak phases 
(also known as the initial, or wash-in phase). Each pixel in the image has an uptake threshold that 
indicates by what percentage that pixel’s intensity increased between the two phases. In 
comparing the pixel intensities of the pre and the peak phases, it is usually the case (depending 
on the scanning protocol, scanner, and contrast media used), that areas with wash-in below 40-
60% can be ignored. This threshold is set using the Uptake bar.

The second map shows the speed of the contrast washing out, also called the delayed phase. 
Each pixel is compared between the peak and post phases, to derive the difference in intensity 
for that pixel. There are three possible results:

• Type I: The pixel intensity has increased gradually.
• Type II: The pixel intensity has not changed.
• Type III: The pixel intensity has decreased gradually.

Each of these three types is represented by a different color. By default, Type I is represented by 
blue, Type III by red, and Type II by the rainbow in the middle. There is no official standard that 
defines the percentage borders between each of the 3 types. By default, the border between 
Type I and Type II is set to 20% in iEMV. This means that an increase in contrast of 20% or more is 
shown with the blue overlay, a decrease of 20% or more is shown with red, and values in 
between use the rainbow overlay. These borders can be changed, as can the colors themselves.

To see the parametric map, click the Parametric Map icon. The uptake bar (on the left) and color 
bar (at right) are displayed on the image. These determine the colors used to show the changes 
in intensity during the delayed phase:

Note:  The Parametric Map feature is available only if you have purchased Advanced 
Processing (APS). Parametric Map is optional and requires a separate license.

Also note:  This icon is not shown unless a study containing Parametric Map data is loaded.
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Figure 3-17: Parametric Map

The Color Bar

The color bar shown in Figure 3-17 controls the color map of the delayed phase. There are three 
color areas, one for each type of change. Between each pair of adjacent colors is a slider that 
allows you to change the percentage border for both colors.

To change the percentage border between two colors, click and drag the slider up or down (see 
Figure 3-18). For example, to lower the threshold between the Type I and Type II colors, drag 
the upper slider downward. As this threshold is lowered, the amount of the Type I color will be 
increased on the image.

Figure 3-18: Color Bar

Color barUptake bar

Type I

Type II
Percentage

border sliders Type II

Type III
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To change the colors used for the delayed phase, do the following:

1. Click the color bar. A menu is opened, as shown in the figure at right.

2. The alternate color maps are shown under the Rainbow color map. 
Click a different color map to select it.

The following images show (from left to right) how the Red/Green/Blue, Red/Blue/Green and 
Red/Yellow/Blue color maps highlight different uptake rates:

The Uptake Bar

The Uptake bar allows you to control how much color overlay to 
show on the image.

Drag the threshold slider up and down to increase or decrease the 
percentage threshold at which color is shown on the image. Any 
pixel whose percentage change is below the threshold will not 
show any color.

A lower threshold allows more color to be displayed. This makes it 
less likely that diseased tissue will be missed, but there will also be 
more noise on the image. The Uptake bar allows you to try 
different percentages until the amount of color suits your needs.

Threshold
slider
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The Initial Phase Bar

To access the initial phase bar, click the color bar to display the menu. 
Then click Initial Rainbow, at the top of the menu (see image at right).

The Initial Phase bar is then displayed on the left side of the viewer. The 
color map for the initial phase is displayed on the image, as shown 
below:

You can use the sliders to change the borders between the colors, as described in "The Color Bar" 
on page 3-43. However, no other colors are available for the initial phase. Note that the 
percentage ranges on this bar are different from those on the delayed phase color bar.

Save and Reset

Select Save to make the current color map the default map for future 
studies. If you change the colors or the borders between colors in the color 
map and then save it, the saved color scheme is used by default the next 
time a study containing Parametric Map APS data is loaded.

Select Reset to restore the original default color map (Delayed Rainbow).


